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As a home brand, we’re uniquely attuned to what people want in their daily lives. That knowledge gives us a powerful lens on how to make work environments more personal and meaningful.”

Jim Brett, President, west elm

Work is changing. We’re connected everywhere, access to information is increasing, devices are multiplying... but people continue to be the key to competitive advantage. As the boundaries of work and home dissolve into just ‘life,’ the workspace has become our home base. Exclusively with Inscape, west elm has designed 50+ pieces for the way we work now.

DESIGNED FOR LIFE
Building on our home expertise, our office solutions merge style with smart design—from rich wood and fabric finishes that make work more welcoming, to benching systems that can be configured (and reconfigured) for your evolving office. Workspaces are for people. They should be personal.

Featuring four styles—mid-century, industrial, modern and contemporary—each collection is designed to flexibly fit into a variety of layouts, from private to open office plans.

We know that nothing is one-size-fits-all, and we’ll work with you to tailor our solutions to your space.

“As a home brand, we’re uniquely attuned to what people want in their daily lives. That knowledge gives us a powerful lens on how to make work environments more personal and meaningful.”

Jim Brett, President, west elm

MADE FOR WORK + WELLNESS
Desks are developed with sit-stand legs, allowing employees to adjust the height of their work surface from sitting to standing.

Ergonomic details—such as movable monitor arms and contoured task chairs—support the people who use these pieces day in and day out.

Our approach to design is democratic—whether you’re a small architecture firm or an international corporation, we’re here to help you find the right fit for your business.

BORN IN BROOKLYN. AT HOME IN THE WORLD.
SINCE IT LAUNCHED IN 2002, WEST ELM HAS BEEN HELPING CUSTOMERS EXPRESS THEIR PERSONAL STYLE. OUR HOME BASE IS NESTLED DOWN UNDER THE MANHATTAN BRIDGE IN DUMBO, BROOKLYN, AND OUR 65+ RETAIL STORES CAN BE FOUND IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, AUSTRALIA AND THE UK.

We’re excited to introduce WEST ELM WORKSPACE, an exclusive collaboration with Inscape. Our mission is to offer choice in products and services, build community through connections with clients and collaborators and focus on consciousness and honest business practices in everything we do, from supply chain transparency to sustainability. Inscape, an award-winning designer and manufacturer of office furniture, has been initiating change in workspace design for the past 125 years. Together, we bring a new way to work to the commercial furniture market.
THE BEST WORKSPACES BALANCE PRIVATE & PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTS TO LIFT PRODUCTIVITY & PERFORMANCE

“Design is in west elm’s DNA. Workspace innovation is in Inscape’s. It just made sense that, by working together, we could create something completely unique in the commercial furniture market.”

Jim Stelter, CEO, Inscape

We set out to create a full suite of solutions for the way we work now.

Our own corporate culture was our starting point. We envisioned what we’d want for a variety of environments, from livable offices to communal conference rooms to social spaces with all the comforts of home.

Our design team curated the best of the eclectic west elm aesthetic and distilled four distinctive collections, refined especially for the workspace.

Our Mid-century Collection marries classic forms with attention to detail, in warm walnut tones accented with bronze. The Modern Collection’s streamlined design combines storage with space dividers for multi-functional floor planning. The Industrial Collection brings utilitarian workshop style to modern offices, pairing warm wood finishes with airy steel frames. Our most modular option, the Contemporary Collection, comes in three styles—Truss, Scandi and Strata, all available in a range of flexible configurations.

From home to work, we design creative, custom and personal environments for people.

CONCENTRATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR FOCUSING

Employees report distraction as one of the top impediments to productivity. Whether an employee works in a management, creative, technical or sales support role, they all need dedicated time to complete the task at hand. Great workspaces prioritize both individual and collaborative work. Our desks, task chairs and lighting systems provide the focused, private space people need to work efficiently and effectively.

CREATIVITY ENVIRONMENTS FOR LEARNING

Creative problem solving requires the right balance of time alone and teamwork. People learn in different ways, and rapid changes in technology and training are amplifying the need for simple but flexible solutions. Ways of working with remote colleagues and smaller working sessions all need to be taken into account. Designed for small groups, our benching systems support the technology and tasks that lead to conversation and ideation.

COLLABORATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR MEETING

Collaboration is critical, but in today’s workplace it means much more than just meetings and roundtables. Breakthroughs happen in both formal and informal sessions. As the X and Y generations make up a larger share of the workforce, technology, familiarity and environments that support effortless communication will only become more important. Conference rooms and break-out spaces foster comfort and creativity when they’re outfitted with communal tables, chairs and benches.

COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTS FOR SOCIALIZING

Lobbies, cafés, event rooms—these are the social spaces where work cultures are created. Chance encounters can be just as important to a breakthrough as structured sessions. Many of the best insights and ‘aha’ moments come from hallway and café conversations. Soft seating, access to technology and furniture designed for fluid floorplans can spark the innovation that happens in communal spaces. Our furniture, accessories and lighting make them extraordinary, engaging places to be.
“These collections evolved from west elm’s core aesthetics. It’s been exciting to re-imagine them in a new way for the workspace.”

Jeff Hannoosh,
Design Director, west elm
IT’S THE DETAILS THAT DEFINE THIS DESIGN: WALNUT VENEERS, BEVELED EDGES AND ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISHES ADD HARDWORKING WARMTH. INSPIRED BY THE GOLDEN AGE OF AMERICAN OFFICE DESIGN, THE COLLECTION IS FORWARD-THINKING IN ITS FUNCTION. CONFIGURABLE STORAGE SYSTEMS COMBINE CLOSED CABINETS WITH OPEN SHELVING OPTIONS.
MID-CENTURY LOUNGE SEATING, GUEST CHAIRS AND OCCASIONAL TABLES COMPLEMENT THE COLLECTION’S WALNUT TONES. IN YOUR CHOICE OF 20+ CONTRACT-GRADE FABRICS, OUR SOFAS AND UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS BRING CLASSIC COMFORT TO PRIVATE OFFICES AND PUBLIC SPACES ALIKE.

Individualize office footprints with marble-surfaced occasional tables—the unique veining makes each piece one of a kind.
MODERN DESIGN THAT WORKS. DURABLE WHITE LAMINATE SURFACES ARE EASY TO CLEAN, WHILE PECAN-FINISHED ASH ACCENTS REFINE SIMPLE, STREAMLINED SHAPES. SPACE DIVIDERS FEATURE BUILT-IN STORAGE, SO YOU CAN MAKE THE MOST OF EVERY SQUARE FOOT.

Curved edges make the look modern and keep angles to a minimum, so there are less corners to bump into.

Space dividers double as storage, creating semi-private workspaces with tackable, fabric-covered partitions.
Encourage creativity and productivity with a variety of footprints for individual and group work. This collection’s simple materials, curved edges and swivel seating create a seamless flow between work stations, lounge areas and breakout spaces.
IN A WARM OAK FINISH SET ON AIRY STEEL FRAMES, THIS COLLECTION IS FULL OF MATTER-OF-FACT FUNCTIONALITY. SHELVING SYSTEMS AND CASE GOODS HAVE A WORKSHOP-CRAFTED FEEL WITH DEEP CABINETS AND DRAWERS FOR FILES AND DEVICES. WORK STATIONS WITH BUILT-IN STORAGE AND FLUTED GLASS PARTITIONS MAKE IT SIMPLE TO DIVIDE AN OPEN PLAN OFFICE OR OUTFIT A RANGE OF PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE SPACES.

Our Industrial Collection works with a breadth of aesthetics—pair it with mid-century, modern or contemporary chairs for three distinct looks.

Spark creativity with spaces for concentration and collaboration. Storage pieces double as space dividers in open plan offices.
PUNCTUATED BY MIXED FINISHES AND FABRICATIONS, THIS COLLECTION’S PANELS, PARTITIONS AND CROSS-SUPPORTS GIVE IT GRAPHIC STYLE WITH ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES FOR PERSONALIZATION.

PURE, PARED-BACK SHAPES, BLONDE FINISHES AND ROUNDED CORNERS LEND A SENSE OF SIMPLICITY TO THIS MALLEABLE, MULTI-USE COLLECTION.

NATURAL FINISHES AND TACKABLE PARTITIONS CRAFTED FROM EXTRA-THICK FELT GROUND THIS COLLECTION IN A SIMPLE, SOPHISTICATED AESTHETIC.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FIT THE WAY YOU WORK. THREE MODULAR DESIGNS ALLOW YOU TO REARRANGE CABINETS, DRAWERS, DESKS AND PARTITIONS SO YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE YOUR OFFICE CONFIGURATIONS.